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Google Workspace

https://workspace.google.com/

What is Google Workspace?
Google Workspace (formerly known as G Suite) is a cloud-based productivity suite
developed by Google that includes a range of collaboration and communication tools such as
Gmail, Google Drive, Google Docs, Google Sheets, Google Slides, Google Meet, and Google
Calendar, among others.

The suite is designed to help individuals and organizations work more efficiently and
effectively by providing a range of powerful tools that can be accessed from any device with
an internet connection. Google Workspace is widely used by businesses, educational
institutions, and individuals to manage their email, documents, spreadsheets, presentations,
and other data.

Google Workspace

Everything you need to get anything done, now in one place.

As we’ve evolved G Suite into a more integrated experience across our communication and
collaboration tools, we’ve rebranded to Google Workspace to more accurately represent the product
vision.

Source: Google

How much does Google Workspace cost?

Google Workspace offers various pricing plans depending on the number of users and features
required. The basic plan starts at $6 per user per month and includes 30 GB of cloud storage, while
the Business plan starts at $12 per user per month and includes unlimited storage and advanced
administration features. There are also Enterprise plans available for larger organizations.

What are the benefits of using Google Workspace?

Google Workspace offers several benefits, including easy collaboration and communication, cloud
storage, real-time editing, and access to a wide range of productivity tools. It also integrates with
other Google services such as Google Calendar and Google Analytics.

Is Google Workspace secure?

https://workspace.google.com/
https://workspace.google.se/intl/en/
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Yes, Google Workspace is designed with security in mind and includes features such as two-factor
authentication, data encryption, and advanced spam filtering. Google also complies with various
security and privacy standards, including GDPR and HIPAA.

Can I use Google Workspace for personal use?

Yes, you can use Google Workspace for personal use by signing up for a personal account. However,
some features and applications may not be available in personal accounts.

Gmail Custom business email

Meet Video and voice conferencing

Chat Messaging for teams

Calendar Shared calendars

Drive Cloud storage

Docs Word processing

Sheets Spreadsheets

Slides Presentation builder

Forms Surveys builder

Sites Website builder

Currents Engage employees

Keep Notes and lists

Apps Script Optimize how you work

Cloud Search Smart search across Google
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@googleworkspace

✨The more you know ✨
Hands up if your brain is super busy by the moment you ask to be let into a meeting, ✋�
#Shorts
From Manual Processes to Automated Efficiency with Appsheet
What Google Workspace app helps you be most productive? � #Shorts
Lets' make QR Codes in Google Sheets! Pause the video to try for yourself � #Shorts
Celebrating Women's History Month with Ashley Hatter of Trellix
We see you, and we’re here for all of it! Let us know which user you are! � →
Okay but losing an hour of sleep should mean one less hours of meetings, right?
#DaylightSavings

Source: Feed

Snippet from Wikipedia: Google Workspace

Google Workspace is a collection of cloud computing, productivity and collaboration tools,
software and products developed and marketed by Google. It consists of Gmail, Contacts,
Calendar, Meet and Chat for communication; Currents for employee engagement; Drive for
storage; and the Google Docs Editors suite for content creation. An Admin Panel is provided
for managing users and services. Depending on edition Google Workspace may also include
the digital interactive whiteboard Jamboard and an option to purchase add-ons such as the
telephony service Voice. The education edition adds a learning platform Google Classroom
and today has the name Workspace for Education.

While most of these services are individually available at no cost to consumers who use their
free Google (Gmail) accounts, Google Workspace adds enterprise features such as custom
email addresses at a domain (e.g. @yourcompany.com), an option for unlimited Drive
storage, additional administrative tools and advanced settings, as well as 24/7 phone and
email support.

The suite was first launched in February 2006 as Gmail for Your Domain, before being
expanded into Google Apps for Your Domain in the same year, later rebranded as G Suite in
2016, then rebranded again in 2020 as Google Workspace.

As of October 2021, G Suite had 9 million paying businesses. The number of Education users
in G Suite surpassed than 170 million.

Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DC5AXZgVh1Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gk5XyUDdReg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gk5XyUDdReg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gacno7k0UwE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JixYFnpcU6c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ZT0tbt2pOo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7utrbFHwdQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wo5m2YzWatE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LSQ7FSXurQs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LSQ7FSXurQs
https://www.youtube.com/feeds/videos.xml?channel_id=UCBmwzQnSoj9b6HzNmFrg_yw
http://en.wikipedia.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google%20Workspace
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Video
Source: YouTube
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